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A radial perturbation of the magnetic field is known to be able to destroy magnetic surfaces

in a Tokamak (island overlapping, ergodic divertor, e tc . ) . In a static stochastic magnetic

field, magnetic lines experience exponential separation and magnetic diffusion. This picture

has been used since several decades to study the effective diffusivity of collisional particles

in such a stochastic magnetic field. Celebrated results have been obtained by Rechester

and Rosenbluth 1 ' and by Kadomtsev and Pogutse ' . An excellent discussion has been

presented by Isichenko ' . More recently new results have been obtained for weakly

collisional particles by Laval ' and by our group ' , taking moreover stochastic drifts

into account ' . Here we present a general graph which describes, in a two-dimensional

parameter space, most regimes of collisional and weakly collisional diffusion for guiding

centers in a time-independent magnetic field. ' . The respective order of magnitude of the

diffusivities are revisited, and new recent results are included in the discussion.

We consider a constant, shearless main magnetic field Bo in the z—direction, with a per-
pendicular time-independent perturbation b(x, y,z) which makes the field stochastic. In
opposition with astrophysical systems 8 ' , the amplitude of this perturbation P = ^ in
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fusion plasmas is relatively weak. A quasi-linear regime of magnetic field diffusion in space:
is obtained when a = /? A///Aj. <S 1, where A// and Aj. are the parallel and perpendicular,
coherence lengths of the magnetic perturbation, respectively. The magnetic diffusion co-:

efficient is found to be Dm = a2Aj_y^r/2/A// in the quasi-linear regime, Dm = aA^/A// in
the Bohm-like regime 2) .

Two neighbouring magnetic lines diverge exponentially in the transverse direction after a
parallel length defined as the KoJmogorov length LK — Aj_/4Drn. The physical picture is
the following: due to the chaotic feature of the field line configuration, any flux tube of
radius, say Aj_, is deformed into some kind of tubular "flower", the section of which presents
a complicated structure with very thin filaments and long branches. Lines external to the
tubes are thus decorrelated from the lines located at the center of the flux tube. After a
length z in the parallel direction, this flower presents filaments with exponentially small
thickness 6± = \±exp(—z/L,K)-

Let us add charged particles; these can be described by their guiding centre as long as
the Larmor radius is small compared with the perpendicular coherence length: PLI^A. <
1. The collision frequency u not only modifies the parallel velocity but also moves the
guiding center to another magnetic line (classical diffusion x± = P±"/2)- After a parallel
displacement over a length z > LK,& particle can easily go out of the tube in a time t by the
collisional diffusion mechanism over a distance 6\ = 2x//t since the flux tube has there a
width <5j_ < Aj.. This is the basic intuitive mechanism invoked in the literature to explain
the enhancement of the effective perpendicular diffusivity in a stochastic magnetic field
1>3). The time after which a particle has left the flux tube of initial radius Aj. (due to the
combined action of collisions and exponentiation) is called the decorrelation time id- This
time can be evaluated in various situations by combining the parallel and perpendicular
motions which can be diffusive or inertial according to the collisionality. Chaotic regimes
and exponentiation laws are found when z(td) >

Simple considerations of this kind allows us to recover the classical classification 3) 9)
of collisional diffusion. The effective diffusivity is defined in terms of the decorrelation

( 2 )ft ( a ( * « t ) )
time by x — "^i • The main analytical results are summarized in Table I. For

2 id
the first case z(td) < A// one easily recover the "quick decorrelation" regimes which yield
Xe// = f32Vj,/2y in the collisional case and P2V^td in the non-collisionàl "double stream-
ing" case. For the second case z{td) > A// one recovers the "magnetic diffusion regimes"
in which (x\(z(td))) = Wmz(td) and X'MD = Dmz{td)ltd. It is thus sufficient to evaluate
the decorrelation time and the decorrelation length, according to the collisionality. For in-
stance the Kadomtsev Pogutse regime tj is simply fj_ = A2

L/2x± which immediately yields
X*xp = 2Dmv/x//XJ./Aj.. It is important to note that this KP result, in its domain of valid-
ity is always smaller than the simple collisional result x± a n d should actually be replaced-
by the latter. The Rechester-Rosenbluth result is obtained from Table I by applying the ex-
ponentiation arguments developed above. One obtains: X%.R = 2Dmx///'L/fln(LKP/'LK),
as deduced in Ref.5) from a stochastic Langevin equations method.

J.A. Krommes, C. Oberman, R.G. Kleva, J. Plasma Phys. 30, 11 (1983).
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Table I: "Quick decorrelation" and "magnetic diffusion" regimes of effective diffusivity for collisional par-
ticles in a turbulent magnetic field.

The corresponding results and validity domains can easily be expressed in a two-dimensio-
nal parameter space in terms of

n = 4 Dm VT
(1)

P = 1?KP ADmVT
(2)

in which Vy is the thermal velocity, Xmfp is the mean free path, the Kadomtsev-Pogutse
length has been defined by LKP — *±y/x///x±, with x// = V^jiv. Roughly speaking the
parameter n represents the collisionality, and p the transverse effect of Larmor radii. The-
validity of the guiding centre description used imposes p < n. All known results are given
in Table II in dimensionless units. In this .Table II we have also introduced the result we
have obtained for the weakly collisional domain 5) (W) a well as the corfesponding result
obtained by Laval 4) (L). We have also introduced a last result for the weakly collisional
domain in the domain of low values of n, where the stochastic curvature drifts become
dominant 6^ : they induce indeed a new mechanism which is responsible for transverse
diffusion even in the absence of x±- This result holds in a domain p > pm ~ n 1 ^ with
e = (lnlO)/3.
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Classical collisional

Collisionless

Kadomtsev — Pogutse '

Rechester — Rosenbluth1'

Weakly collisional5'

Laval4)

V
n

XRR -'

XW =

XL =
In

Curv. drifts + Weak collis.6^ xc.dr+w =

[l+ >(?

n > 1, 1/n < p < n

n > 1, p < 1/n

n < 1, p < n

n < 1, PL < p < n

n < 1, pm < p < n

Table II: Dimensionless diffusivities Y = s— in the various collisional and non collisiona] regimes.
v Ai

Hereei= V f

The validity domains of the above results are represented in Fig.l in terms of the parame-
ters n and p, for a given value of the magnetic parameter a = 0.1 The validity domain of
the Laval result is actually restricted to p > pi = n exp(—2/n) i.e. above the dotted line:
this domain is thus well separated from the RR domain. The important point concerning
this graph is that for decreasing values of a, the curvature drift domain (CD) actually
comes to larger values of n, and already reaches the dotted curve for a = 0.0015, anni-
hilating the validity domain of weakly collisional and Laval results. In this case the last
result of Table II should be applied.

Fig.l: (here /? = 10~3).
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